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SENSATIONAL
SURROUND SOUND
WITH YOU IN THE CENTRE 

The M-Series not only offers the  ideal 

solution for the true music lover 

who wants stunning stereo sensa-

tion, it also provides a spectacular

home cinema sound experience. 

Now you can fully immerse yourself in  

moviesound tracks, experience the ear-

cracking sensations of action films, and  

feel the deep undertones mov-

ing your body and special audio  

effects in the background. With the  

M-Series Surround Mode speakers 

you’re always at the centre of the action.
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SENSATIONAL SURROUND SOUND

Throughout the M-Series, only the best

materials are used. Best in terms of acoustic

performance and luxurious-feel. For exam-

ple, their slim elegant design is finished 

with a choice of either high-gloss black or 

white piano lacquer,  each with a luxurious 

leather-feel trim. The result is a sense of 

exclusivity and style that seduces not only 

the ears, but also the eyes.

BMRs – Balance Mode Radiators
(MCenter, MSurround)
Balanced Mode Radiators combine the

latest flat panel loudspeaker technology

with traditional pistonic-action techniques.

The result is 180-degree sound dispersion

and a soundstage that places each and

every instrument and vocalist in their own

fixed position.  Everyone in the room - not

just those in the sweet spot - can enjoy the

full effect of spectacular surround sound and a 

crystal-clear dialogues wherever they sit, with 

intimate, delicate details placed exactly where 

they were intended: just in front of them, far away, 

or right beside them whispering into their ear.

MSub
The 10-inch high excursion subwoofer recre-

ates low bass audio at high levels, while the dual 

8-inch passive radiators ensure deep, clear and 

rich bass response.  The effect is ultra-dramatic, 

thanks to the high power output of 500 watts 

rms, running up to an incredible ‘room-shaking’ 

1,000 watts in peak performance. Importantly, the 

cabinet is fully closed, so there is no irritating bass 

reflex port noise. While the ultra-solid cabinet 

construction helps eliminate cabinet resonance 

so that you hear bass sound and no additional 

resonance. It’s awesome. 

MSurround
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THE M-SERIES
ELEGANT DYNAMICS

Specifications

Freq. Response

Amplifier power

Sensitivity

Nominal (min.) Impedance 

Crossover Freq.

Low-Frequency Driver

Mid-High-Frequency Driver

Dimensions (H x W x D)

Weight (kg)

EAN

High-Gloss Black

 

High-Gloss White

MSub

23Hz – 150Hz

500 Watts RMS

-

-

40/180Hz (variable)

25,4 cm polypropylene 

cone;  2 x 20,3 cm poly-

propylene cone passive 

radiators

-

33,1 x 42,5 x 39,2cm

23,5

MSub

690283480622

BAMSUB-EU / BAMSUB-UK

- 

MCenter

68Hz – 22kHz

-

87 dB

6 (5,9) ohms

700Hz

2 x 11,4cm polypropylene 

cones

6,4 cm BMR flat panel

15,5 x 55 x 18cm

7,2 

MCenter

690283480561

BAMCCB

-

MSurround

95Hz – 22kHz

-

86 dB

4 (3,8) ohms

700Hz

8,9 cm polypropylene  

cone

6,4 cm BMR flat panel

24,2 x 16,6 x 11,3cm

2,5

MSurround

690283480578

BAMSURB

690283480585

BAMSURW

MCenter

MSub

MSub, MCenter, MSurround


